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ON THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE CONIC.

[From the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, vol. CLII. (for the 
year 1862), pp. 639—662. Received May 8,—Read May 15, 1862.]

The decomposition into its linear factors of a decomposable quadric function cannot 
be effected in a symmetrical manner otherwise than by formulæ containing super
numerary arbitrary quantities ; thus, for a binary quadric (which of course is always 
decomposable) we have

or the expression for a linear factor is

which involves the arbitrary quantities (#', y). And this appears to be the reason why, 
in the analytical theory of the conic, the questions which involve the decomposition of 
a decomposable ternary quadric have been little or scarcely at all considered : thus, for 
instance, the expressions for the coordinates of the points of intersection of a conic by a 
line (or say the line-equations of the two ineunts), and the equations for the tangents 
(separate each from the other) drawn from a given ‘point not on the conic, do not 
appear to have been obtained. These questions depend on the decomposition of a 
decomposable ternary quadric, which decomposition itself depends on that for the simplest 
case, when the quadric is a perfect square. Or we may say that in the first instance 
they depend on the transformation of a given quadric function U — y, z)2 into the
form W2 + V, where IF is a linear function, given save as to a constant factor (that is, 
W = 0 is the equation of a given line), and V is a decomposable quadric function, which 
is ultimately decomposed into its linear factors, = QR, so that we have U = W2 + QR.
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396 ON THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE CONIC. [276

The formula for this purpose, which is exhibited in the eight different forms I, II, III, 
IV, I (bis), II (bis), III (bis), IV (bis), is the analytical basis of the whole theory ; and 
the greater part of the memoir relates to the establishment of these forms.

The solution of the geometrical questions above referred to is (as shown in the 
memoir) involved in and given immediately by these forms. It is also shown that the 
formulæ are greatly simplified in the case e.g. of tangents drawn to a conic from a 
point in a conic having double contact with the first-mentioned conic, and that in this 
case they lead to the linear Automorphic Transformation of the ternary quadric. The 
memoir concludes with some formulæ relating to the case of two conics, which however 
is treated of in only a cursory manner.

Article Nos. 1—17, relating to a single conic.

1. The point-equation of the conic is

(a, &, c, f, g, hffx, y, f)2 = 0,

which expresses that the point (x, y, z) is an ineunt of the conic.

The line-equation of the same conic is 

or putting

(A, B, C, F, G, H)=(bc-f2, ca-g2, ab-h2, gh-af, hf-bg,fg-ch),

the line-equation is
(A, B, G, F, G, H^, v> D2 = 0,

which expresses that the line (£, 77, Ç) (that is, the line the point-equation whereof is 
%x + gy + Çz = 0) is a tangent of the conic. We are thus in the analytical theory of the 
conic concerned with the quadrics (a, b, c, f, g, lbfyx, y, z)2 and (A, B, C, F, G, g, £)2>
which are the characteristics or nilfactums of these equations respectively.

2. I put also
A = a, A, #

h, b, f ,

or, what is the same thing,
K = abc — af2 — bg2 — ch2 + 2fgh.
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276] ON THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE CONIC. 397

3. It may be convenient to notice that when (a,.. ^x, y, z)2 breaks up into factors, 
the conic the equation whereof is (a,.. ~§x, y, z)2 = 0, becomes a pair of lines ; and that 
when (a, .ffx, y, z)2 is a perfect square, the conic becomes a pair of coincident lines, 
or say a twofold line. But a pair of lines, distinct or coincident, cannot be represented 
by a line-equation. The analytical formulæ presently given show that in the' former 
case (A,. Aft;, y, £)2 *s the square of a linear function, which equated to zero gives the 
line-equation of the point of intersection of the two lines, or node of the conic; and 
the equation (A,..~$j;, y, £)2=0 accordingly represents such point considered as a pair 
of coincident points, or say a twofold point. But in the latter case, where the conic 
is a twofold line, (A,.."frf, y, £)2 is identically equal to zero, and the line-equation 
(A,.ff^, y, £)2=0 is a mere identity 0 = 0, thus ceasing to have any signification at 
all. And the like remarks apply to the conic as represented by the line-equation 
(A,.ff^, y, t)2 = 0, the conic here breaking up into a pair of distinct or coincident 
points, &c.

4. It is proper to remark also that

(a, ...~$x', y', z’\x, y, z) = 0

is the equation of the polar of the point (x'} y', z') in regard to the conic, and that

GU-O', D = o

is the line-equation of the pole of the line (g, y, £'); or, what is the same thing, the 
point-coordinates of the pole are

5. The inverse matrix is 

but it is convenient to disregard the factor and speak of (A, B, G, F, G, H) as 

the inverse or reciprocal coefficients. The equation just written down implies the 
relations Aa + Hh + Gg = K, Ah + Hb + Gf—0, &c., which may be arranged in twro 
different ways as a system of nine equations.

6. We have also

(BG — F2, GA-G2, AB—H2, GH-AF, HF — BG, FG-CH) = K(a, b, c, f g, h),

and
ABC-AF2 - BG2 - GH2 + 2FGH= K2,

which are well-known theorems.
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398 ON THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE CONIC. [276

7. I notice also the theorem

(a,.. y, z)2 .(a,.. fa', y’, z')2 - [(a,.. fa, y, zfa, , z')]2

= (X,.. faz' — y'z, zx' — z'x, xy' — x'y)2,

which is much used in the sequel : it may be mentioned, in passing, that this is 
included in the more general theorem

(a,.. ftzr, y, zfa m, n ), (a,.. fa', y', zfa m, ri)
(a,., fa, y, zfa, m’, ri), (a,., fa', y', z'fa, m, ri)

= (X,. . Jyz' — y'z, zx! — z'x, xy — x'yfanri — m'n, nl' — ril, lm' — I'm),

which is at once deducible from

LI + Mm + Nn , L'l + M'm + N'n
Ll' + Mm' + Nri, L'l' + M'm'+N'ri

= (MN' - M'N) (mri - m'n) + (NL' - N'L) (nV - ril) + (LM' - L'M) (lm' - I'm), 

by writing therein

(L , M, N) = (ax + hy + gz, hx +by +fz, gx +fy + cz),
(L', M', N') = (ax’ + hy' + gri, hx' + by' + //, gx' + fy' + c/).

8. Suppose now that
(a, b, c, f, g, hfa, y, z)2

breaks up into factors, or say that we have

(a, b, c, f, g, hfa, y, z)2 = 2(ax + /3y + yz) (a'x + /3'y + y'z),

the values of the coefficients (a,..) then are
(a, b, c, f, g, h) = (2aa', 2/3/3', 2yy', ft'+ fly, ya! + y'ct, afl + a'fl,

and forming from these the inverse coefficients (X,..) and the discriminant K, we find 

(X, B, C, F, G, H) = -(ft'-fly, yri-y'a, afl-a!/3)2.

K = 0.

9. The last-mentioned equation, K = 0, is the condition in order that (a,.. fa, y, z)2 
may break up into factors; and when it does so, we have

(X,..O> ri = ft-Tri afl-ri/3fa, y, t)]2,

that is, (a, ..fa, y, z)2 breaking up into factors, (X,..]££, y, £)2 is a perfect square; and 
equating it to zero, we have

[(^y'-/3'y, yri-y'a, afl -riflfaç, y, £)]2 = 0;

which, (£, y, Ç) being line-coordinates, gives (as a two-fold point) the point of intersection 
of the lines (a, /3, y)> ft, fl, y'), that is, the lines ax + /3y + yz=0, a!x +fly + y'z = 0.
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276] ON THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE CONIC. 399

10. If-(«,.. fa, y, z)2 is a perfect square, then a' : /3' : y'= a : /3 : 7; whence not only, 
as before, K=0, but the coefficients (A, B, C, F, G, H) all vanish (this implies the 
first-mentioned condition, 77 = 0); and the line-equation (A,..fa, y, £)2=0 becomes the 
mere identity 0 = 0.

11. Conversely if K = 0, then (a,.. fa), y, z)2 breaks up into factors ; and if 
(A, B, G, F, G, H) all vanish, then (a,.. fa), y, z)2 is a perfect square. The conclusions 
stated ante, No. 3, are thus sustained.

12. I assume, first, that (»,..$/, y, z)2 is a perfect square (No. 13); and secondly, 
that it breaks up into factors (No. 14) ; and I proceed to inquire how in the one 
case the root, and in the other case the factors, can be determined in a symmetrical 
form.

13. Considering the before-mentioned identical equation

(a,. y, z)2. (a, ..fa, y’, z')2 - [(a,. .fa, y, zfa, y, z')]2 = (A,. .faz' - y'z, zx' - zx, xy’ - x'y)2, 

if (a,.. fa, y, z)2 is a perfect square, then by what precedes, the right-hand side of 
the equation vanishes, and we have 

and the root of (a,.. fa), y, z)2 is thus seen to be 

an expression which involves the quantities (xf, y, z'), the values whereof may be 
assumed at pleasure without altering the value of the expression. For instance, assuming 
for (x, y, z) the values (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1) successively, the different values of 
the expression are

But if, as assumed, (a,.. fa, y, z)2 be a perfect square = (ax + fty + yz)2, then

(a, b, c, f, g, h) = (a2, $2, y2, $7, ya, a/3),

and each of the foregoing values becomes equal to the root ax + /3y + yz. It is some
what singular that it is not possible to obtain symmetrical formulæ without employing 
in this manner supernumerary arbitrary quantities such as (x, y', z'\

14. Next, if (a, ...fa, y, z)2, instead of being a perfect square, only breaks up 
into factors, then in the foregoing identical equation the right-hand side is a perfect 
square, and by the formula just obtained its value is
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400 ON THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE CONIC. [276

where (X, Y, Z) are supernumerary arbitrary quantities. The identical equation then 
gives

>

and consequently

- Product of

a formula which exhibits the decomposition of (a, . . fx, y, z)2 assumed to be a 
function which breaks up into factors; the formula contains the two sets of super
numerary arbitrary quantities (x', y', z') and (X, Y, Z). It will be remembered that 
(A, . .) denotes the system of inverse or reciprocal coefficients (bc —f2, . . ).

15. Consider the formula 

which gives 

and from these we deduce
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276] ON THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF THE CONIC. 401

16. The last equation shows that (a, . . QyÇ' — yÇ, — Ç'Ç, %v[ — ^b?)2, considered
as a function of (g, y, Ç'), breaks up into factors. Or since the expression is not 
altered by interchanging (£', y', £') and (£, y, Ç), the same expression, considered as a 
function of (£, 77, £), breaks up into factors. It is in fact easy to see that any quantic 
whatever, — y'%, F1/)™ considered as a function of (f,y, £), breaks up
into linear factors ; for in virtue of the equation (yÇ' — y'Ç) + n' (&' — + Ç' (fy — %'y) — 0,
any one of the quantities y£ — y'Ç, — Ç'£, %y — %y can be expressed as a linear 
function of the other two ; so that the quantic can be expressed as a linear function of 
any two of the three quantities ; and qua homogeneous function of two quantities, it 
of course breaks up into factors, linear functions of these two quantities.

We may in all the formulae interchange (#'•, y', z') and (#, y, z), writing (a', b', c', f, g', h') 
in the place of (a, b, c, f, g, h).

17. Putting, in like manner,

(A, B, G, F, G, H'fyz' — y'z, zx —zx, xy' — x'y)2

= (21, 23, ®, & y, z'T
so that

21 = Gy2 + Bz2 — 2Fyz,
23 = Az2 + Gx2 — 2Gzx,
® — Bx2 + Ay2 — 2Hxy,
5 = — Ayz — Fx2 + Gxy + Hzx, 
@ = — Bzx + Fxy — Gy2 + Hyz,

— Gxy + Fzx + Gyz — Hz2, 
we obtain

( 21, £, @ &#, y, z) = (0, 0, 0),

& 23, 5

viz.
21# + fyy + @z = 0, &c.

Also
(23® - 52, ®2l - @2, 2123 - £2, - 215, - 23®, £@ - ®@)

= (#, y, z)2. K (a, b, c, f, g, li$x, y, zf ;
that is

23® - 52 = «2 B (a, b, c, f, g, li$x, y, z)2, &c. ;
whence also

(23® - 52> • • $71, p, v? = (X# + gy + vz)2. K (a, . . £#, y, z)2,
(23® - 52, . . #X, g, v$X', g, v) = (X# + py+ vz) (X# + gy + v'z) . K (a, . . ~$x, y, z)2 ;

and moreover
2123® - 2(52 - 23@2 - ®£2 + 25®£ = 0.

c. iv. 51
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The last equation shows that (A, . . \yz — y z, zx' — z'x, xy' — xy)2, considered as a 
function of (x', y', z'\ breaks up into factors, or (what is the same thing) this 
expression, considered as a function of (x, y, z), breaks up into factors ; we may in all 
the formulæ interchange (x, y, z) and (x, ÿ, z'), writing (?[', 53', (S', «£)') in the
place of (31, 53, (S, @, £).

Article Nos. 18 Zo 28, relating to a single conic in connexion with a point or line.

18. I apply the decomposition formula to the function (A, . . Qyz' — y'z,. .)2, which, 
considered as a function of (x, y, z), breaks up into factors. We have

2 Product of

But we have 

and thence 

whence we have 

and the identical equation
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now gives

(a,.. fx, y, z)2 = Quotient by (a,.. fx, y', z')2 of j

[(a,.. fx, y, zfx', y’, z')]2

+ Quotient by (A,.. fmz'-ny,.. )2 of Product
I- ’ {(^,^fmz'-ny',..fyz'-y'z,..)+ x, y, z f - K (a,. .fx', y, z')2],

x, y', z
I , m, n

where the Product part may also be written

(a,...fl , m, nfx', y’, z’).(a,..fx, y, zfx, y', z')

- (a, ...fx', y, zf .(a,.. fx, y, zfl , m, ri)

+ f-K(a,.. fx, y', z')2 x, y, z .

æ', y, z'
I I , m, n

19. Writing in the formula I.

( a, h, g fx’, y', z')=(£, y, £'),
h, b, f

9, f> c
we have

«y,/)
K H, B, F

G, F, C

and thence
K(a,..fx', y’, z') = (A,..f?, v', f')2

(a,.. fx, y, z fx, f, z') = fx + y y + Çz.
Assume

(I, m, n) = (yy - Xf - v%, pf' - Xy'),

then from the foregoing values of (x', y', z’)

mz' -™/ = x W - -F) + W + Of') - G“£' - W) + By' + pf

=1 k [F (Af + Hy' + er)+V (H? H- + *T)+fW + Fv'+er)]

- xf (+r+Hy'+er) - +By'+fo - (»f+w+er],

51—2
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that is
mz' — ny' = -jx. (A, • • f, £)'- £ (A,, .ff', f , Ç'fx, p, y)| ,

and similarly »
nx' —Iz = |/x (J., • • KF, V, — f (A,, , y, ^'fX, p, p)|,

ly' -mx (A,..~$J;', y', Ç')2 - Ç' (A,. .~£J;', y, Ç~$X, p, p)| ;

and thence
(A, H, G~$mz' — ny,..)

= jU (A, H, GJX, p., P).V'. ty

— (A, H, G^f, rj, ?-).(+••»', V, ?'F. ft ■')}

with the like equations, writing H, B, F and G, F, C in the place of A, H, G 
successively : and we then have

(A,, .^mz' -ny',..)2

= (A,..][X, p, v^mz — nf,. .) .(A y, F)2

— (A,.. ff', y, Ç'Qmz'-ny,. .).(A,..lfê', y', Ç'fx, p, v)j-.

But the foregoing values of mz — ny', nx' — lz', ly' — mx' give also

U,..$X, p, v^mz'-ny',..)

= I1(A,..5X, /», + ?')aJX, p, v$f, ■>/, r)]’|,

= 1 kl,.. Jx, p, v^S', V, r).(4,..$r, y f7-(A...$F, < OM+-$x, p, v^f, n, f')}=0;

so that

(A,.. ~§mz' - ny',. f

= ~(A,..^', y', Çy.^A,..^, p, vf.(A,..^', y', F)2-[(A--#V "K£'> < OJ2}

=±(a,..if, y, ??•(«,•■ w-■ y
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Similarly,

(A,.. fanz' - ny',.. faz' - y'z,.. )

= (A,..#X, /z, *>Ky^-y'*,..).(A,..#F> F)2

-(A,..KF, /, fafaz' --y'z,..).(A,..fa', f, Ufa, y, i/)|.

But
(A, ..#X, y, vfaz-y'z,..)

= (AX + Hy + Gv) (yz' — y'z)

+ (HX + Byi + Fv) (zx' — z'x)

+ (GX + F y + Gv) (xy' — xy),

= x [y' (GX + Fyb + Gv) — z' (HX + By + Fv)]

+ y \z' (AX + Hy, + Gv) — x'(GX + Fp, + Gv)]

+ z [x (Hx + By, + Fv) — y (AX + Hy, + Gv)],

which, substituting for x', y', z' their values

«y',/) =4^’ E’
K H, B, F

G, F, G

becomes

= y | X [(BC - F ) („v‘ - rf) + (fff - Off) (Xf' - rf) + (HF - BG) (rf - X,;)]

+ ÿ[(Fff -Cfî)(^'-^') + (CJ -G’ )(XÇ-v^') + (GH-AF)^-Xv')}

+ z [(HF - BG)(yn' - p.Ç) + (GH - AF) (Xf' - + (AB - ZP ) (rf - X,+ ,

which is
= («,.. fa, y, zfay - yU,..) ;

and by merely writing (£', y, £') in the place of (X, y, v), we have

(A,..KF, y', ffaz'-y'z,..) = ()■
so that we find

(A,.. faiz' - ny',.. faz' - y'z, .. )

= ±(A,.,fa', y', Ç')2.(a,..fa, y, zfay'-yU, K' ~v£, y^'-Xy').
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Now, writing the formula I. in the form

(a, ..5^ y, s)2 = Quotient by K (a, ..~$d, y', z')2 of]

A [(a,..#», y, z^d, y', z')]2
+ Quotient by K (A,. X)mz'— ny',. .)2 of 

' K2{[(A,..^mz'- ny',..'^yz'-y'z,..)]2+ x, y, z 2 K (a,. .~$x, y, z)2}, 
d, y', z’
I , m, nk

the right-hand side is

= Quotient by (A,..^f', g, t')2 °f

(a^ + ^ + W2
j + Quotient by (a,. .'ffvg — p£,. .)2 (A,. Afé', g', Ç')2 of

y. f'yi’+n’u,.jF. v. m
where

n=A x, y, z ,

d, y', z'
I , m n

or, what is the same thing,

Tl = x , y , z = x y z
Kd, Ky', Kz' AÇ' + Hg' + GÇ', HÇ' + Bg' + FÇ', GÇ'+ Fg'+ CÇ' 
I , m , n vg — pÇ > ~~ W-

More simply, the right-hand side is

= Quotient by (A,..5£', V, t')2 of J

A^ + ^y + M2
- + Quotient by (a,. 3£vg'— p£',. .)2 of 

••](#> y> DI2-(A,..~$j;', g, o2 + n2h

or restoring the left-hand side, and resolving into its linear factors the function in 
{ }, we have

(a, ..5®, y, s)2 = Quotient by (A,..][£', v', t')2 of ]

H- i + Quotient by (a,. Afivg' — p£',. .)2 of Product

lH + V - (A,g', £')2.(a,. ,^vg - pÇ', ..~^x, y, z\
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where II has the value given above, which may also be written

n = (A,.. y, FKY p, v) (£x + y'y+£ z)
fë', y', Ç'y* (\x + py + vz).

20. We deduce at once the inverse or reciprocal formulæ

(A,..^, 77, £)2 = Quotient by (A, y', Çf of]
--------------------------—----------------------------------- j

[(A,.. KF v, y', F)]2
+ Quotient by (a,. .Qvy'— p£',. .)2 of K into Product

in. (a,-p^,...)±v-u,-..kf, v, f? r, v, ? ,

?, y, ?
X, p, v 

where the Product part may also be written

Product j^(A,..KF> y, F&V p, Q.(A,..KF> y, y, 0

V'’ . (A, ..][X, p, v^, 77, £)

+ V-(A,..KF, < F)2 y, t "•

F, y', ? -
X, p, v

21. And also

(A,.. KF 97, £)2 = Quotient by (a, ..K< y, z')2 of]
<------------------------------------------------ >
I K(fyc' + yy' + Çz')2

IV. ] 4- Quotient by K (A,.. Qny' — mz,. .)2 of Product 

I K<& ±d — K(a,.. K«', y', z')2 (A,.. fyiy' - mz', .Afé, 77, £), 
where

<3>= £ y Ç
ax' + hy' + gz', hx + by' + fz', gx' + fy' + cz

ny' — mz' , lz' — nx' , mx — ly'

which may also be written
= (a,..K< y', z'^l, m> n)(x^ + y'y + z'O

~(a,..^x’, y', z’)2 . (Zf +în?7 + n£).

22. The geometrical signification is obvious. The formulæ I. and II. each of 
them show that the equation

(a,..^x, y, z)2 = 6
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of the conic may be written in the form 

where Q = 0, R = 0 are any two tangents of the conic, and W = 0 is the line joining 
the points of contact, or chord of contact corresponding to the two tangents; viz., in 
the formula I. we have

(or for a different form of Q, R see the formula). The quantities (x', y', z') are the 
coordinates of the point of intersection of the two tangents, or pole of the chord of 
contact : (Z, m, n) are supernumerary arbitrary quantities, the values whereof do not 
affect the result (*). And in the formula II. we have

(for the value of II see the formula). The quantities (£', y, £') are the line
coordinates of the chord of contact (viz. the point-equation of this line is %'x + y'y + z = 0); 
(X, p, v) are supernumerary arbitrary quantities.

23. In the like manner the formulæ III. and IV. each of them show that the 
line-equation 

of the conic may be written in the form 

where Q = 0, R = 0 are any two ineunts of the conic, and W = 0 is the point of 
intersection of the corresponding tangents ; viz. in the formula III. we have

(for another form of Q, R see the formula).

1 In a different point of view, viz. if we consider the formula I. as a transformation, of the function 
(a, ...$#, y, z)'2, then (x', y', z') and (Z, m, n) would be each of them supernumerary arbitraiy quantities . 
and so in the other like cases.
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The quantities %', y', Ç' are the line-coordinates of the line through the two 
ineunts, or chord of contact ; (X, p, v) are supernumerary arbitrary quantities ; and so 
in the formula IV. we have

W = x'£ + y'y +z'£,

JJ = K<P ± V - K (a,.. fa', y, Z)2 (A,.. ~$ny’ - mz, . y, Ç)

(for the value of <I> see the formula), where x', y, z’ are the point-coordinates of the 
intersection of tangents at the two ineunts, or pole of the chord of contact; (Z, m, n) 
are supernumerary arbitrary quantities.

24. We may, instead of the supernumerary arbitrary quantities (Z, m, n) of the 
formula I., introduce the quantities (X, p, v), where

K H, B, F

G, F, G

This gives
(A, H, Gantz'-ny',..)

= A (mz' — ny' ) + H (nx' — lz') + G (ly' — mx')
= x' (Hn — Gm) + y' (Gl — An) + z' (Am — Hl)

= x' [H (Gx + Fp +G»)-G (Hx + Bp + Fv)]

+ y' [6r (Ax + Hp + Gv) — A (GX + Fp + (A)]
+ z' [A (Hx + Bp + Fv) — H (Hx + Bp + TV)]

= ® (gp - hv) + y' (fp - bv) + z' (cp -fv)

= y (gx' +ff + cF) - v (hx' + by' A fz') ;

we have thus the system

(A, H, G~$mz' - ny', ..) = p(gx' Aff + cz') - v (hx' + by' A fz'),
(H, B t Ffmz' — ny',. ,) = v (ax' + hy' + gz') — X (gx' + fy' + c/),
(G, F, G'fymz' — ny',.. ) = X (hx' + by' + fz) — p (ax' + hy' + gz'), 

and thence

(A,.. Jmz' - ny', ..\yz - y'z,.. )
= — yz' — y'z , zx' — z’x , xy' — x'y ;

ax' + hy' + gz', hx' + by’ + fz', gx + fy' + cz'
X , p , v

or observing that the term in X is

-(zx' - z'x) (gx' + fy' + cz') + (xy' - x'y) (hx + by' + fz),
c tv 52
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which is
= x (x' (ax' 4- hy' 4- gz) + y' (hx’ +fy' +fz) 4- z' (gx' +fy’ + cz'))

— x ,x' (ax' 4- hy' 4- gz')
— y .x'(hx' 4- by 4- fz)
-z .x'(gx' +fy' 4- cz)

= -x'(a,..fa, y, zfa, y’, z') 4- x (a,.. fa, y', z')2,
with similar expressions for the terms in p, v, we have

(A,. .famz' - ny',. .fa' - y'z,.. )
= -(Xx' +py' + vz').(a,..fa, y, zfa, y', z') 4- (Xx 4- py 4- vz). (a,. .fa, y', zDfa, 

and so also
(A,., famz' — ny',.. )2

= — (W 4- py' 4- vz') . (a,. .fa, m, nfa, y', z') 4- (XZ 4- pm 4- vri) . (a,. .fax', y', z')2, 
where

(a,. .fa, m, nfa, y', z') = Xx 4- py' 4- vz',

Xl 4- pm 4- vn = -^(A,.. fa, p, v)2,

so that
(A,.. famz'— ny',.. )2 = - (Xx’ 4- py' 4- vz')2 4- (A,.. fa, p, v)2 .(a,., fa, y', z')2.

Moreover,

* =i|(AX4-Æ/i4-^)(y/-^)4-(ÆX4-R/x+^)(^-^)+(GiX4-I^4-Ci/)(Æ3/'-^)l, 
x', y', z A 1 J

I , m, n
which is

= 1 (A,. .$X, vfa’ - y'z, ..)•,

and hence instead of the formula I. we have
(a, ..fax, y, s)2 = Quotient by (a, ..fax', y’, z)2 of^j

y, zfa, y, z')]2
4- Quotient by (A,. .$X, p, v)2 (a,. .fa', y, z')2 — K (Xx’ 4- py' 4- vz’)2 of K into Product

I- (blS) / + + vz^ y, z-^x^ y^ z'^_ÇKæ + y/y + vzy y’, zy >|

+ -^V-X(a,..5X, y’, z)2(A,..fa, p, vfa'-y'z,..).
.A J

25. If, in like manner, in the formula II. we introduce, instead of (X, p, v), the 
new quantities (I, m, n), where

(X, p, v) = ( a, h, g fa, m, n),
h, b, f

9> f> c
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H, G ][λ, μ, v),
B, F
F, G

then we have

(a, h, g⅛vη' - μξ', ..) = n (Hξ'+ Bv' + Fζ') - m (Gξ' + Fη' + Cζ'), 
(h, b, ∕⅛vη' - μξ', ..) = I (Gξ' + Fη, + Gζ') - n (Aξ' + Hη, + Gζ'), 
⅛, /, C ⅛vη' - μζ', ..) = m (Aξ' + Hη' + Gζ') - I (Hξ' + By + Fξ') ; 

and thence

= (Γ√ - μζ'). y (Gξ' + Fy + Gζ,) - z (Hξ' + By' + Fζ')
(Xξ' - vξ') .z(Aξ' + Hy' + Gζ') - x (Gξ' + Fy' + Gζ')
(^, - λ√). 0 (Hξ' + By' + Fζ')-y (Aξ'+ Hy' + Gζ' )

= X{(ξ'x+y'y+ ζ'z)(Aξ' + Hy' + G^-xÇA,..^', y', ∏2}
+ ^{(F^+√y++Fξ')-y(A,..⅛ξ', v', ξy}
+ v{(ξ'x + y,y + ξ'z)(Gξ' + Fy' + Cξ')-z(A,..⅛ξ', y', ξ')*]

= (ξ'x + ηy + ζ,z) .(A,.. ⅝λ, μ, V⅛ξ', η', ζ') - (λx + μy + vz) . (A,.. ^⅛ξ', y , ζ')2

= K(lξ' + my' + nζ').(ξ'x + y'y + ζ'z)-(a,..'^l, m, n%x,y, z).(A,. .^⅛ξ', y ξ')2∙, 

and the formula II. thus becomes

(a,..⅛x, y, z)2 = Quotient by (J,..φf, √, ξ')2 of

K(ξ'x + yy + ξ'z)2

II. (bis) + Quotient by (a, m, n)2.(A,, .'^ξ', y, ξ"')2 — K(lξ, + my + nζ')2 of Product 
[ K (lξ' + my + nζ'). (ξ'x + y y + F∙≡r) -(«>•• K m> n⅛x> y, z).(A,..⅛ξ,, y, ζ')2 
( ± √-(Λ.∙R, √, Oa (Λ, .⅛mz- ny, ..⅛ξ', y', ξ').

52—2

√
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26. And from these we at once deduce the inverse or reciprocal formulæ

∖

These four formulæ have the same geometrical significations with the original four 
formulæ to which they correspond respectively.

28. The eight formulæ become all of them the same or very similaι, for the quadric 
form (a,.."fyx, y, z')2 = ιrfl+ y2 +z2, which of course implies (A,..Qξ, η, ζ)2 = ξ2 + η2 + ζ2∙ 
Thus selecting any one of them at pleasure, e.g. the formula II. (bis), this becomes 

where the terms independent of ξ'2 + η'2 + ζ'2 destroy each other. Omitting these terms, 
and dividing by ξ'2 + η'2 + ξ'2, the resulting equation is found to be 

which is a well-known identical equation.
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Article Nos. 29 to 33, "elating to a single conic in connexion with an ineunt or a tangent 
of a conic of double contact.

29. The formulæ assume a very simple form when the point of intersection of 
the two tangents, or the line of junction of the two ineunts of the conic, is an 
ineunt or a tangent of a conic having double contact with the first-mentioned conic. 
Thus, if to the conic

(«,..][#, y, ^)2 = 0

tangents are drawn from a point (#', y', z') of the conic

(a,.. Jx, y, zf + (f# + y y + F^)2 = 0,
then we have

(a,. y', zf = - (Ç'x' + yy' + F^')2 Î

and using the form I. (bis), and putting therein (£', y, F) in the place of the 
arbitrary quantities (X, g, v), the equation of the tangent divides out by £'x' + y'y + Ç'z', 
and omitting this factor it becomes

(a,. y', z’\x, y, z) + (£#' + y y + F*') (F® + n'y + F0

±^(A..$F> ^yz’-fz, zx'-z'x, xy'-x'y) = 0,

which is of the form
( a , P , 7 f, z'^x, y, z) = 0,

a", /3”, 7"
where the matrix

( a , £ , 7 ) is =

a', /?', 7'
a", £"> 7"

«+F1 , h + (n+^Xi'+Fn'+Ci'\

h + +Fg' + Ci'), b + n'1 , f + v'Ç+-j=(AÇ'+H,!'+GÇ')

9 + f'f' + (Æf' + Bg + m /+ Vf' - (4W+Of'), c + f'“.

30. But instead of further developing these formulæ, I prefer to consider the 
formulæ which give the points of contact of the tangents in question, viz. the ineunts 
°f the conic (a,..K#, v, ^)2 = 0, or the tangents through the point (#', y', z'\ of the 
conic (a,. .£#, y, zf + (F« + y y + F*)2 = 0.
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We have as before
(a,. .fa, y', ft = - ft sc + y y + % ft,

and using the formula IV. (bis) and writing therein ft, y, £') in the place of the 
arbitrary quantities (X, p, v), the equation contains the factor Ç'x' + y'y' + Ç’V, and 
dividing by this factor, and by K, the line-equation of the ineunt is

+ y ?? + /£+]^ (&■'£' +y ?/ + /£'). (X>. y> Z'fa> y> Z)

+-+(«,..5+ /, )=o.

Selecting the positive sign, the coordinates of the corresponding ineunt are

af + y W + yV + 2'F) MF + + GF) + ~ y (?«" +/y + 0/) - F (W + by'+//)}.

y'+y MF+yV + F) (#F + W •+ *V)+ÿ= -■ F («' + Ay'+y/) - F +A+)},

MF + yV+^F) (GF + A' + GF) + f If (W + (y + A) - y' («'+ hy'+gf-, 

and taking (X, Y, Z) for the coordinates of the ineunt in question, and putting for 
shortness

« =i_-LW-m 3 = 7 =

»' = ^=i-?b(AF-Æ). y- -^(yf'-cF),

“" = *"= 7" = i-^(Æ-yy'),

we may write

(i + P)X = (2-« )x - 3 y- 7 /+l(^f' + ff,' + GF)(F^ + yy+FA

(1 + P)Y= -<z' +(2-3')^- 7' y + ?(fff' + Sv' +n')(fV + v'y' + ^),

(1 + P) 2= a" x" ,/+(%- 7») /+A. + p,' + GF) (F<F+y'y7 + FA

where P, which is arbitrary, may be put

= ~(A,..fa, y', ft.
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31. These equations then give

« y', /) = ( a , ft , y fX, Y, Z),

ft', 7
ft", ?"

which can be verified without difficulty by reversing the process ; and we have thus 
the coordinates (X, Y, Z) in terms of («', y', z'), and reciprocally.

32. If (Xt, Yt, are the coordinates of the other ineunt, we have, it is clear,

« /, /) = ( 2 —a , -ft , -7 fXt, Y„ Z,)-
-a', 2-ft', -y'
-a", -ft", 2-7"

or substituting for (x, y', z') their values in terms of (X, Y, Z),

(2X/t 2FZ, 2Zz) = ( a , ft , 7 fX + X„ F+Fz, Z+Z),

ft', y'

a > B , y

so that (X + X,, Y+Y„ Z+Zf are the same linear functions of 2X/} 2Y/} 2Zz that
(X, Y, Z) are of (x', y', z') ; that is, we have

i(l+P)(X + Xz) = (2-a )X,- g Y,— 7 + + +

i(l + P)(X + X,) = -a! X, + (i-fi')Y,- y' Z, + ?(,HÇ + Bv’+F^^x' + y'ÿ' + ^),

i(l+P)(X + X,) = -a" X,- fi" Y, + (2-r)Z, + ?(G('+Fy'+C^)(^' + Vy + ^),

which equations may be written

(1 + P)(X Y, Z) = ( a , b , c fX/t F, z\
a', b', c'
a", b", c"

where the values of the coefficients are

2 1
/£ (^' - ( jf'2 - - 2F7)'i' - cr), - JK (fy> - ftp ) +1 v' (Ae + He + Gp) , - A (Ce -fe)+^e W + He + GP)

7>(“f'-z??')+1r + Be + Fe) , i - w-w)+i -w--2G^'-A^2), -w-ce^ew +Be+Fe)

2 2
î=(he-ae)+-e(Ge +fj + ce) , -fybe-heï+^ewe+Fe + ce) , 1~^(E -av)+^. (ce^-A^-mee-Be2),
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and considering (X, Y, Z) and (X/f Yt, Z/) as quantities connected by the foregoing 
linear relations, we have identically

(a,..^X, Y, Z)2 = (a,..^X/, Y/} Zft2.
The investigation leads thus to the automorphic transformation of the quadric function, 
a transformation first effected by M. Hermite (J).

33. It is to be remarked that the foregoing formulæ show that (F, y', z') being 
the coordinates of a point on the conic (»,..$#, y, z)2 + (gx + y y + £'/)2=0, from which 
point tangents are drawn to the conic (a,.. ^x, y, z)2 = 0, then the coordinates (x, y, z ) 
enter linearly into the equations of the tangents, the ineunts (or points of contact), 
and the polar. And it may be added that the equation of the conic enveloped by 
the polar (that is, the polar conic of (a, ..^x, y, z)2 + (gx + y y + g z)2 = 0) has for its 
equation

[K + (A,. y, g)2} (a,.. Qx, y, z)2 - K (gx + y y + gz)2 = 0,
and that the coordinates of the point of contact of the polar with this conic are

1 (4f' + Hy + Gf') (fv + y'y' + FA

y' + 4 (iff + By' + j-f') (fv + y’y' + FA

y +1 (GF + Fy' + CF ) (F^ + yy' + W ;

so that (x, y', z') also enter linearly into the expressions for the coordinates of the 
last-mentioned point.

Article Nos. 34 to 37, relating to two conics.

34. Considering now the two conics
U =(a, b, c, f, g, h~$x, y, z)2 = 0,
U' = (a, b', c', f, g, h'^r, y, ^)2 = 0 ; 

suppose that the conic
017+ tf'U = (0a + 0a',.. ~$x, y, z)2 = 0

represents a pair of lines.

The condition for this is
Disct. (0a + 0'a',.. 'Qx, y, z)2 = 0, 

which is
(31, 53, Œ, 2)$0, 0')S = O,

where
31 = K,
$ = Aa'+ Bb' + Cc’ + 2Ff'+ 2Gg' + 2Hh',
S = A'a + B'b + C'c + 2F'f+ 2G’g + 2H'h,
S) = K'

1 See my ‘•Memoir on the Automorphic Transformation of a Bipartite Quadric Function,” Phil. Trans. 
vol. cxlviii. (1858), pp. 39—46, [153].
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(the significations of K', A', B', G', F, G', H’ being of course analogous to those of 
K, A, B, G, F, G, H). The three roots 0 : 0' correspond, it is clear, to the three 
pairs of lines which can be drawn through the intersections of the two conics.

35. The equation
Disct. (2i, 23, 6, SFfa, 07=o,

which is of the fourth order in 21, 23, (£, 3), and of the sixth order as regards 
(a, b, c, f, g, h) and (a', b', c', f, g', h') respectively, is the condition in order that the 
two conics may touch each other. Assuming that it is satisfied, the cubic equation 
in 0 : 0' has a pair of equal roots ; or say there is a twofold root and a onefold 
root ; the twofold root gives the pair of lines drawn from the point of contact to 
the other two points of intersection, the onefold root gives the pair made up of the 
common tangent and the line joining the other two points of intersection.

36. In particular, suppose that the two conics are

2 (px + ay -F tz) (p'x + a'y + r'z) = 0,
2 (Xx + py + vz) (X'x + p'y + v z) = 0 ;

so that
(a, b,c,f,g,h) = (2pp , 2crcr', 2tt', err + ct't, rp' + r'p, pa' + p'a), 
(a', b', c , f, g , h' )= (2XX', 2pp, 2vv, pv + pv, vX'+ vX, Xp + X'p), 
(A, B, G, F, G, H) = — (af — ar, rp' — fp, pa — p'a)2,
(A', B', G', F', G', H')=-(pv'-p'v, vX'-v'X, Xp'-X'p)2-

and thence also
21 = K =0,
23 = Aa' + &c. = — 2 X, p, V X', / z 

V

P> O’, T P> a, T

/p, / 
O’ ,

z 
T

/
p > a, z T

Œ = A'a + &c.= — 2 p> O’, T
f

p ’
/

O-,
z 

T

X, V x , V

x', / / 
V X', z 

V

£ = = 0;
and the equation in (0, 0') is

230 + £0' = O;

P > cr, r 

h, p, V 

h', p, v'

hence writing 0 = (5, 0' = - 23, the equation of the pair of lines is
f ! !p , a ,r (px+ay -F tz) (p'x+a'y + r'z)— X , p , v / / / x, p,v (Xa?+py+vz) (X'x+p'y + v z) ~ 0

X , p,v p , a , t p , a , r

X, /Zz, P / / / P , O’, T p', a', t

C. IV. 53
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and it is easy to see that the left-hand side does in fact break up into factors, and 
that the equation is

« , y , 2 x , y , z =0,

pr — ver', up' — Xt', X<t — pp' pr — ver , vp — Xt, Xtr — pp
erv — rp, tX — pv , pp — crX a v — r p, r X — pv, p p — <r X

which of course might have been obtained at once by means of the four points which
are the intersection of each component line of the first conic by each component line
of the second conic.

37. Suppose that the first conic is
(a, b, c, f g, h$x, y, z)2 = 0,

while the second conic is the pair of lines

2 (Xx + py+ vz) (X'x 4- p'y 4- v'z) = 0 ;
then, putting as before,

(0 a 4- 6'. 2XX',.. ~§x, y, z)2 = 0,
we have

(21, 23, 6, ^0, 0y = o,
where

21 = K,
23 = 2 (A, B, G, F, G, H^X, p, v$X', p', »'),
(£ = — (a, b, c, f, g, Fffpv — pv, vX' — v'X, Xp — X'p)2,
£) = 0;

and the equation in (0, 0') is

K02 4- 2 (A,.. K\ p> v$X', p, v) 00' — (a,.. Qpv — pv,.. )2 0'2 = 0,
which may be written

\Ke + (A,..\X, p, g', p')P + Æ(a,..^'-A,..)’)^>
= L4,..JX, g,

that is
O = [±V(A,..K\ P, v)2*J(A,..'$X', p, v')2 ~(A,..ffX, p, v$X', P, v)}0';

we may assume

0= + V(A,..#X, p, v)2d(A,..ffX', p, v')2-(A,..ffX, p, v'ffX', p, v), 0'= K,

so that the conic

[±V(A,..K\ p, z/)2 V(A,..KX', p, v)2-(A,..KX, p, v'ffX', p, v')}(a,...^x, y, z)2

4- 2K (Xx + py + vz) (X'x 4- p'y 4- v'z) = 0 
breaks up into a pair of lines.

Putting for shortness

±\/(A,..Kx, p, z/W(A,..Kx', a', l/)2-(A,..bx, a, vKx'. uz.
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the coefficients on the left-hand side of the equation are

whence, after all reductions, the inverse function is

and the remainder of the process of decomposition is effected without difficulty.

Addition, 18 December, 1862.

The formulae II. and II. (bis) each of them give the tangents of the conic 
(a, ...fa, y, z)2 = 0 at the ineunts of intersection with the line fa + g'y + £'z = 0. A 
very elegant formula for these ineunts themselves was communicated to me by 
Mr Spottiswoode, and I have since found that the same or an equivalent formula is 
made use of by M. Aronhold in his recent valuable memoir, “Ueber eine neue 
algebraische Behandlungsweise der Intégrale irrationaler Differentiale, &c.,” Grelle, t. lxii. 
pp. 95—145 (1862). The formula is as follows, viz. for the conic and line,

then

where

and where I, m, n are supernumerary arbitrary quantities.
53—2
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